Testimonial

Tekplas Limited, Labotek Central Vacuum System Installation

The Labotek system has performed well and met or
exceeded expectations with an easy to use touchscreen
interface and simple operation...
Tekplas Limited is an injection moulding ﬁrm based in Hamilton New Zealand specialising in a wide range of products from
FMCG Packaging in full HACCP ISO Class 7 clean room to technical moulding using engineering resins and components.
We had a deﬁnite need for a central vacuum system to automate our materials handling and centralise our material storage.
Our scope for a central vacuum system was very speciﬁc. We tended the project to several ﬁrms capable of meeting our
requirements and after a couple of revised quotes and a reference site visit to Sistema Plastics we decided to order the
Labotek system from Fleming Dynamics.
Fleming Dynamics project manager was professional and efﬁcient and the initial installation for 12 machines was completed
in 10 days. Since we have added another 5 machines to the system, the modular design of the Labotek system made this a
simple exercise.
We have signiﬁcantly reduced noise, dust, maintenance, contamination, material wastage and increased ﬂoor space around
the larger machines which each used to have a material pallet. Overall the system has performed well and met or exceeded
expectations with an easy to use touchscreen interface and simple operation that has only required routine maintenance to
valves and ﬁlters.
We are very happy with our system and are looking forward to adding to it in the future by adding more machines and
integrating central blending using Fleming Dynamics Maguire blenders to increase our production capabilities.
Thanks from the team @ Tekplas Ltd

FLEMING AND LABOTEK SINCE 1985
Fleming Dynamics have represented Labotek in Australia since 1985. Labotek A/S was founded in 1943 and is 100% Danish owned, with its
head quarters in Frederikssund, Denmark. Today, Labotek is one of Europe’s leading producers of ancillary equipment and centralised systems
for the plastics industry.
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